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This  paper  theoretically  refines  and  empirically  extends  the debate  on  the  type  of interplay  between
relational  experience  and  contractual  governance  in an  under-researched  area:  supply  chain  disputes.
We  define  relational  experience  as  either  cooperative  or competitive;  distinguish  between  control  and
coordination  functions  of contractual  governance;  and assess  their  interplay  on the  negotiation  strategy
used in  disputes.  Using  a unique  data  set  of  buyer–supplier  disputes,  we  find,  in  particular  that  increasing
contractual  control  governance  weakens  the  positive  effect  of cooperative  relational  experience  on  coop-
uyer–supplier relationships
ontractual governance
elational experience
upply chain governance
egotiation
ispute

erative negotiation  strategy.  However,  increasing  contractual  control  governance  for  a  buyer–supplier
dyad  with  competitive  relational  experience  will  increase  cooperative  negotiation  strategy.  Contractual
coordination  governance  reinforces  the  positive  effect  of  cooperative  relational  experience.  Through  this
study, we  reach  a  better  understanding  of how  and  when  contractual  and  relational  governance  dimen-
sions interact;  rather  than  whether  they  act  as  substitutes  or complements  as  has  been  studied  in  prior

impli
research.  We  discuss  the  

. Introduction

Despite the call of supply chain scholars and practitioners to
se cooperative strategies in managing buyer–supplier exchanges,
any business relationships end up in a dispute between part-

ers (Dant and Schul, 1992; Jap and Anderson, 2003). Given this
otential for opportunism and conflict, buyers and suppliers rely
n governance mechanisms to mitigate risks and promote coop-
ration (Carey et al., 2011; Lumineau and Quélin, 2012; Tangpong
t al., 2010).

Supply chain governance has traditionally been viewed from
wo theoretical perspectives. The first perspective focuses on rela-
ional governance as a mechanism in which interorganizational
xchange is regulated through a set of norms that circumscribe
cceptable behavior between exchange partners (Heide and John,
992; Lusch and Brown, 1996; Macneil, 1980). The relational gov-
rnance perspective suggests that as buyers and suppliers transact
atisfactorily over time, relational norms of flexibility, partici-
ation, and solidarity are established (Griffith and Myers, 2005;
angpong et al., 2010) maintaining the relationship and curtailing

ehavior promoting the goals of the parties (Heide and John, 1992;
hang et al., 2003). The second perspective, in line with transaction
ost economics (Williamson, 1985), highlights the importance of
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272-6963/$ – see front matter © 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
ttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jom.2012.03.005
cations  of  these  findings  for the field  of supply  chain  management.
©  2012  Elsevier  B.V.  All  rights  reserved.

the contract between trading partners and its formal rules of com-
pliance (Lumineau and Malhotra, 2011; Reuer and Ariño, 2007) to
safeguard against opportunism and conflict.

Considerable attention has been devoted to examining whether
contractual and relational governance mechanisms act as substi-
tutes or complements (e.g. Carey et al., 2011; Li et al., 2010; Liu
et al., 2009; Lui and Ngo, 2004) on subsequent operational perfor-
mance or strategic outcomes (see e.g. Cousins et al., 2006; Lawson
et al., 2008; Sanders, 2008). Formal contracts and relational gov-
ernance have traditionally been viewed as substitutes in terms of
their impact on subsequent outcomes. The presence of one gov-
ernance device would obviate the need for the other (Corts and
Singh, 2004; Crocker and Reynolds, 1993; Gulati, 1995). However,
a few studies have considered the possible complementary effects
between contractual and relational dimensions (Klein Woolthuis
et al., 2005; Poppo and Zenger, 2002; Ryall and Sampson, 2009).
Clearly, the nature of the interplay between the effects of rela-
tional and contractual governance dimensions remains equivocal
(Liu et al., 2009; Wuyts and Geyskens, 2005).

While prior research focuses on whether relational and
contractual governance act as complements or substitutes on sub-
sequent outcomes, we examine how and when—that is, under
which conditions—different governance mechanisms influence

buyer–supplier relations when a conflict has actually surfaced.
Despite the intention of governance mechanisms to mitigate con-
flict, disputes will occasionally come about. We  thus deal with the
individual and joint effects of relational and contractual governance

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jom.2012.03.005
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/02726963
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jom
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jom.2012.03.005
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imensions on the development of the negotiation strategy during
ispute resolution.

Our work contributes to this stream by extending earlier con-
eptualizations of both relational governance and contractual
overnance. Firstly, prior research has largely used the number
f previous transactions as a proxy for cooperative relational gov-
rnance (Dyer and Singh, 1998). However, the use of this proxy
ssumes that competitive buyer–supplier relationships are essen-
ially “weeded out” over time, and only cooperative relationships
emain. In our study, we take into account the quality of the rela-
ional experience—competitive vs. cooperative—rather than using
he number of prior transactions, and assess its interplay with con-
ractual governance in influencing the negotiation strategy used
n disputes. Secondly, recent studies have illustrated that contrac-
ual governance is about more than just control (Malhotra and
umineau, 2011; Reuer and Ariño, 2007). Inter-firm contracts may
erve two distinct functions: control and coordination. We  use
his distinction in testing the influence of relational and contrac-
ual governance mechanisms individually and collectively on the
egotiation strategy used in disputes.

Our empirical analysis employs a unique dataset of 99
uyer–supplier disputes. The data came from approximately
50,000 pages of legal documents relating to supply chain disputes
andled by a single European law firm. The data encompass a vari-
ty of contractual and relational characteristics, thereby enabling
s to study in detail their influence on the negotiation strategy.

The paper is organized as follows. In the first section, we intro-
uce the theoretical background on relational and contractual
overnance before proposing our model and hypotheses. We  then
escribe the data, methods, and results of our analysis. We  conclude
ith a discussion of the results, limitations, and opportunities for

uture research.

. Theoretical background

.1. Disputes in supply chain relations

It has been widely observed in the operations management
iterature that the buyer–supplier relationship is of paramount
mportance to the effective management of the supply chain (Chen
nd Paulraj, 2004; Paulraj et al., 2008; Terpend et al., 2008).
espite this enthusiasm of supply chain scholars and practitioners

o develop cooperative relationships in buyer–supplier exchanges,
any supply chain relations do not reach this goal (MacDuffie

nd Helper, 2006; Zhang et al., 2009). Although scholars have
evoted attention to relational tensions (Mudambi and Helper,
998; Villena et al., 2011) and to opportunism between exchange
artners (Carter and Stevens, 2007; Handley and Benton, 2012;
angpong et al., 2010), we still do not know much about the way
rms deal with disputes with their exchange partners.

From a supply chain management perspective, explaining the
uality of the dispute negotiation strategy is an important out-
ome variable. Many scholars in supply chain management have
alled for more researches that examine performance outcomes
esulting from relational exchanges (e.g. Nyaga et al., 2010; Morris
nd Carter, 2005). In this study, following prior literature at the
rossroads of disputes and negotiations (Craver, 2003; Deutsch,
006; Gulliver, 1979; Moffitt and Bordone, 2005), we start from the
eneral assumption that a cooperative negotiation is a better out-
ome than a competitive negotiation. In a dispute, since negotiating
ncludes common and conflicting goals (Barley, 1991; Bendersky

nd McGinn, 2011; Malhotra and Bazerman, 2007), both cooper-
tion and competition are necessary to some extent (Bengtsson
nd Kock, 2000; Li et al., 2011; Luo, 2007). Using a cooperative
egotiation strategy, each party defines and coordinates a mutual
tions Management 30 (2012) 382–395 383

agreement so that they both gain (Walton and McKersie, 1965).
Such a strategy entails searching for alternative solutions and
assessing both parties’ outcomes. Using a competitive negotiation
strategy, each party looks for individual gain, resulting in a win–lose
outcome. Parties then attempt to resolve conflicts through the
implicit or explicit use of threats, persuasive arguments, and pun-
ishments (Deutsch, 2006; Moffitt and Bordone, 2005).

Our study also extends the current literature relating to contex-
tual analysis of operations management. By analyzing supply chain
governance mechanisms in the context of disputes, we respond
to the call for more research recognizing that the relationship
between OM issues and cooperative outcomes should be contin-
gent on some contextual factors (Giunipero et al., 2008; Liu et al.,
2009). With very few exceptions (Malhotra and Lumineau, 2011;
Mohr and Spekman, 1994; Tangpong et al., 2010), prior research
examines the effects of governance mechanisms in stable exchange
relationships—preventing conflict and/or promoting cooperation.
Our study thus complements the existing supply chain literature
by examining the role of governance mechanisms in the context of
a dispute.

2.2. The combination of relational and contractual governance

Supply chain governance, whether relational or contractual,
attempts to mitigate conflict and promote cooperation between
trading partners (Wathne and Heide, 2004; Williamson, 1996).
Research on governance has traditionally centered on governance
mechanisms under a formal compliance perspective. A large stream
of research, including the transaction cost approach, has shown
that formal contracts provide the safeguards and adaptation mech-
anisms that can protect economic exchange from the consequences
of bounded rationality and opportunism (Coase, 1937; Williamson,
1985). Formal contracts may  detail roles and responsibilities to
be performed, specify procedures for monitoring and penalties for
noncompliance, and determine outputs to be delivered (Poppo and
Zenger, 2002; Reuer and Ariño, 2007).

Advancements in governance theory recognize the role of
informal governance in the form of relational norms (Macneil,
1980; Noordewier et al., 1990). This relational governance per-
spective points out the potential importance of relational norms
in supply chain relations since they can provide benefits sim-
ilar to those of contractual governance in terms of controlling
opportunism and facilitating adaptation (Heide and John, 1992;
Lusch and Brown, 1996). These relational mechanisms refer to
the values shared among partners concerning appropriate behav-
ior that maintains or improves their relationship (Macneil, 1980;
Noordewier et al., 1990). Relational norms specify the permissi-
ble limits on behavior, and hence serve as a general protective
device against deviant behavior (Heide and John, 1992). Relational
norms traditionally involve flexibility, participation, and solidar-
ity. Flexibility refers to the shared expectations that parties adjust
to accommodate changes in the environment or in the parties’
needs (Boyle et al., 1991; Noordewier et al., 1990). Participation
refers to the willingness of parties to make investments in the
relationship and share information, whether or not these behav-
iors are contractually mandated (Heide and John, 1992; Lusch and
Brown, 1996). Finally, solidarity refers to the expectation that par-
ties will generally act in ways that increase mutual benefit, engage
in bilateral problem solving, and commit to joint, coordinated
action toward shared objectives (Heide and John, 1992; Macneil,
1980).

As firms often simultaneously use both governance mechanisms

to take advantage of their differential impacts (Bradach, 1997), a
debate has ensued as to what mix  would optimize exchange out-
comes. Scholars remain divided about the nature of the relationship
between contractual and relational governance mechanisms.
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On the one hand, contractual and relational governance mech-
nisms have been viewed as substitutes (e.g. Corts and Singh,
004; Crocker and Reynolds, 1993; Kalnins and Mayer, 2004).
irst, the existence of relational elements involves the expecta-
ion of reduced opportunism, mitigating the need for detailed
ontracting (Gulati, 1995). Relational governance operates as a
elf-enforcing safeguard that is a more effective and less costly
lternative to contractual mechanisms (Hill, 1990). From this
iewpoint, informal self-enforcing agreements often supplant the
ormal controls characteristic of contracts (Dyer and Singh, 1998).
econd, detailed contracting may  hinder the development of rela-
ional norms or even destroy the existing relational norms between
arties (Ghoshal and Moran, 1996; Malhotra and Murnighan,
002).

On the other hand, some other scholars have found a
omplementary relationship between relational and contractual
overnance (e.g. Li et al., 2010; Poppo and Zenger, 2002; Ryall and
ampson, 2009). First, relational governance is seen as a necessary
omplement to the adaptive limits of contracts by fostering con-
inuance and bilateralism when change and conflict arise (Lee and
avusgil, 2006; Macneil, 1978). The build-up of relational norms
an serve to strengthen some aspects of the exchange, especially
n areas in which the contract is mute or uncertain (Cavusgil et al.,
004; Hadfield, 1990). It may  even help to overcome the disad-
antages of inflexibility inherent in contractual-based governance.
econd, well-specified contractual clauses narrow the domain
nd severity of risk to which an exchange is exposed and may
hereby encourage cooperation (Lorenz, 1999). Thus, contractual

echanisms may  legitimize and crystallize emergent relational
echanisms and reinforce relational norms by providing back-ups

nd confidence in the stability of the relationship (Gulati and Singh,
998).

We  add to the debate by focusing on two major limitations from
revious research and we highlight two unexplored areas of study:
he influence of different types of buyer–supplier experiences (Sec-
ion 2.3)  and the impact of specific contractual provisions rather
han gross measures of contractual complexity (Section 2.4).

.3. Quality vs. quantity of relational experience

Empirical research on buyer–supplier relationships has
ssumed that the number of prior interactions creates familiarity,
hich in turn enables firms to develop “cooperative norms”

Heide and John, 1992), “relational behaviors” (Lusch and Brown,
996), “relational norms” (Tangpong et al., 2010; Zhang et al.,
003), “relational norm governance” (Griffith and Myers, 2005),

 “history of close collaboration” (Wuyts and Geyskens, 2005),
relational mechanisms” (Liu et al., 2009), or—the term used in
his paper—“relational experience” (e.g. Goebel et al., 2003; Ryall
nd Sampson, 2009).

However, contrary to what is commonly perceived in the litera-
ure (e.g. Cousins and Menguc, 2006; Dyer and Chu, 2003; Ring and
an de Ven, 1994), the number of prior transactions may  not nec-
ssarily lead to positive or cooperative relational experience and
hus higher performance. First, repeated interactions between the
ame partners may  increase the risk of opportunistic behavior and
symmetric appropriation of gains, as each partner becomes famil-
ar with the other firm’s proprietary assets (Balakrishnan and Koza,
993; Villena et al., 2011). Second, because of investments in spe-
ific assets and very high switching costs (Williamson, 1985) or
ecause the partner has a monopolistic position, it is not reasonably
ossible to replace an uncooperative exchange partner. Third, sup-

osed benefits from the buyer–supplier interaction experience may
e mitigated by unproductive learning and organizational iner-
ia limiting any further performance gains from the relationship
Goerzen, 2007; Lavie and Rosenkopf, 2006). Thus, non-cooperative
tions Management 30 (2012) 382–395

or untrustworthy partners may  not necessarily be “weeded out”
during repeated rounds of contract renewal.

In contrast with those studies that have focused on the mere
existence of a buyer–supplier relationship as an indicator of a
cooperative relational experience, we  study the parties’ attitudes
toward the relationship. We  thus distinguish between cooperative
and competitive relational experience rather than focusing only on
the existence or the number of prior transactions as a proxy for
cooperative relational governance (Goffin et al., 2006).

2.4. Control and coordination functions of contractual
governance

The formal contract, or the official agreement creating and defin-
ing the obligations between the parties, is written in such a way
that one will perform in accordance with the other’s expectations
(Salbu, 1997). Formal contracts typically include clauses to clarify
and frame the different dimensions of a transaction (Crocker and
Reynolds, 1993).

Contracts can cover two aspects of a buyer–supplier rela-
tionship: control and coordination (Lumineau and Quélin, 2012;
Macneil, 1974; Reuer and Ariño, 2007). These two elements of con-
tracts come from fundamentally different origins. Control is rooted
in differences in both motivation and interest, whereas coordina-
tion arises from the cognitive limitations of individuals (Mesquita
and Brush, 2008).

Organizational scholars have long considered contracts as
instruments of control (Macneil, 1978; Williamson, 1985, 1991).
Inter-firm collaborations, for example, have the potential to create
significant value, but parties considering such relationships must
consider and contend with the risk of exploitation by an oppor-
tunistic partner (Das and Teng, 1996; Williamson, 1985). The legal
underpinnings of contracts give firms the option of sanctioning an
exchange partner who is unable or unwilling to abide by mutually
agreed terms (Joskow, 1987). This possibility (or threat) of third-
party intervention and enforcement is the primary means by which
contracts serve to exert control over the behavior of parties in an
exchange.

The coordination function of contracts has received relatively
less research attention (Lumineau and Malhotra, 2011; Mayer and
Argyres, 2004). Especially in complex relationships, a contract—and
the contracting process itself—helps parties make explicit of their
assumptions and expectations regarding the transaction and each
side’s role (Beatty and Samuelson, 2001). Provisions in a contract
that relate more directly to coordination (rather than control) are
aimed at mitigating the risk of misunderstanding, structuring the
means of efficient collaboration, and clarifying each party’s roles
and responsibilities (Salbu, 1997).

This more nuanced approach to studying contractual gover-
nance (Puranam and Vanneste, 2009) allows us to address more
effectively how and when contractual and relational governance
interact. For example, Malhotra and Murnighan (2002) suggest
that contracts diminish trust, but their operationalization of these
constructs reveals that they are studying only the control func-
tion of contracts. Furthermore, Mayer and Argyres (2004) argue
that contracts and relational dimensions are complementary, but
their analysis focuses more on the coordination function of con-
tracts. In this paper, we thus evaluate the interaction between
relational experience and contractual governance at the level of
the individual provisions the contracts contain: those focusing
primarily on control and those aimed primarily at facilitating
coordination.
In summary, our paper explains how the relational experi-
ence (i.e. competitive or cooperative) combined with the different
functions of contractual governance (i.e. control and coordination)
influence the negotiation strategy in buyer–supplier disputes.
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. Hypothesis development: the influence of governance on
he negotiation strategy

.1. The influence of relational experience on the negotiation
trategy

Relational experience plays an important role in organiz-
ng buyer–supplier transactions (Dyer and Singh, 1998; Gulati,
995). When the parties have engaged in prior exchanges, they
uild up norms that specify permissible behavioral limits (Ouchi,
979). By working together, partners experience their respective
ehaviors (Das and Teng, 1998). Such exchanges provide them
ith unique first-hand information about each other’s reliability

Gulati and Gargiulo, 1999). Through the development of mutual
nowledge-sharing routines (Dyer and Singh, 1998), each firm has
n opportunity to evaluate its partner’s intentions and motives.
his relational background forms a basis for predictions about
uture behavior and facilitates inferences about trustworthiness
Anderson and Weitz, 1989; Ring and Van de Ven, 1992).

The development of flexibility, participation, and solidarity
orms between the trading parties (Bradach and Eccles, 1989;
acneil, 1980) serves as a protective device against deviant behav-

or. When such norms are entrenched in a relationship, more
ooperative interaction between the buyers and suppliers is likely
o result (Dwyer et al., 1987; Su et al., 2008). Therefore, cooperative
elational experience will more likely steer supply chain partners
o seek a “win–win” solution in resolving disputes. Conversely,
hen this relational experience is competitive, dispute resolution

s more likely to be oriented toward a search for individual gains.
hese arguments suggest the following baseline hypotheses (all our
ypotheses are formulated under equal conditions and assume that
ll other dimensions are constant, as stated):

ypothesis 1. Cooperative relational experience between the
arties (as opposed to either no or competitive relational experi-
nce) will positively influence the use of a cooperative negotiation
trategy.

.2. The influence of contractual control governance on the
egotiation strategy

In line with the transaction cost economics (Williamson, 1985),
cholars have pointed out the controlling dimension of contracts
nd its safeguarding role to penalize noncompliance (e.g. Joskow,
987). Contractual control governance deals with the problem
f creating and monitoring rules with the aim of ensuring that
n exchange partner performs in accordance with one’s desires
r expectations (Salbu, 1997). The presence of specific clauses of
onitoring and inspection of supply chain partner’s activities is

n example of contractual control governance. For firms involved
n a dispute, such control provisions not only allow, but can
lso encourage, the parties to consider their rights and potential
iabilities. When contracts contain explicit provisions regarding
he (potentially significant) sanctions that can be imposed on
he offending party, this creates strong incentives for each side
o defend its behavior and question the appropriateness of the
ther’s actions. Contractual control clauses make it easier to detect
ivergences from the agreed terms of the transaction (Lyons and
ehta, 1997). Thus, by determining contractual control clauses

n advance, parties are spared from devoting time and resources
o searching for solutions that integrate the interests of both
arties, decreasing the probability of a cooperative negotiation

trategy. Furthermore, with more contractual control clauses, the
ffected party is more likely to focus on the cause of the contract
reach and the required monetary compensation, elements of a
in–lose or competitive negotiation strategy (Fisher et al., 1981).
tions Management 30 (2012) 382–395 385

Finally, given that contractual control governance covers sanctions
and penalties, parties are more likely to use threats, persuasive
arguments, and/or punishments, all of which support the use of a
competitive negotiation strategy. Therefore, we posit:

Hypothesis 2. A higher number of control clauses in the con-
tract will negatively influence the use of a cooperative negotiation
strategy.

3.3. The influence of contractual coordination governance on the
negotiation strategy

The contract may also be used to specify what goals the par-
ties seek and how they want to coordinate achieving them (Salbu,
1997). More precisely, the coordinating function of a contract
refers to the organization of priorities and programs for the future,
the noting of the transacting parties’ desires and expectations,
and the adjustment of individual behaviors to accommodate the
schedules and functions selected for a mutual endeavor (Lumineau
and Malhotra, 2011). The existence of a specific clause explain-
ing the interfaces to jointly manage the collaboration between
supply chain partners illustrates contractual coordination gover-
nance. This dimension of contracts therefore involves provisions
that are sometimes informational in nature (Reuer and Ariño,
2007).

Contractual coordination governance encourages communica-
tion and information sharing between the buyer and the supplier,
and thus facilitates the convergence of expectations (Malmgren,
1961). The contract may  state how various future situations will be
handled (Lusch and Brown, 1996), thereby decreasing uncertainty
about behaviors by providing formal procedures for maintaining
the relationship. For example, making a provision in a contract
for a process to redefine the objectives or reassign tasks between
firms during their relationship facilitates the search for alterna-
tive solutions that fit in with the other party’s plans, thereby
enhancing a cooperative negotiation strategy. In sum, contractual
coordination governance focuses “more on the positive (what we
want to achieve and how) than on the negative (which legally
enforceable measure do we put in place to safeguard property or
knowledge),” (Klein Woolthuis et al., 2005, 835) which is a funda-
mental element of a cooperative negotiation strategy. Therefore, we
hypothesize:

Hypothesis 3. A higher number of coordination clauses in the
contract between the parties will positively influence the use of a
cooperative negotiation strategy.

3.4. The interplay between relational experience and contractual
control governance

The nature of a contract is likely to influence the existing rela-
tional norms between the trading parties, and thus the ensuing
negotiation strategies. The use of formal control is likely to have
a pernicious effect on established relational norms (Ghoshal and
Moran, 1996; Poppo and Zenger, 2002). When relational experience
between the parties has been cooperative, the use of contractual
control clauses may  result in the feeling that neither party can
be trusted (Malhotra and Murnighan, 2002; Strickland, 1958). The
explicit contractual controls may substitute the intrinsic motiva-
tion embodied in a committed relationship (Kreps, 1997; Lazzarini
et al., 2008; Taylor, 1987). Such safeguards are seen as detrimen-
tal to the exchange relationship (Dyer and Singh, 1998; Ring and
Van de Ven, 1992). Monitoring the partner and defining penal-

ties in case of default may  sow the seeds of mutual suspicion
(Malhotra and Murnighan, 2002). Indeed, detailed contractual con-
trols may  even destroy relational norms, for example, by promoting
a stigmatization process (Sitkin, 1995). Formal contractual control
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coding the content of the documents. First, the research team
developed a list of relevant concepts and preliminary response
categories to use for information coding. Second, each researcher

3 Many of the firms in our sample are from outside of France but the contracts
are  subject to French contract law; litigation, when it occurs, takes place in French
courts. While there are some subtle differences between the operation of a civil law
system such as that found in France and the common law system found, for example,
86 F. Lumineau, J.E. Henderson / Journal of

overnance may  signal and nurture distrust by restraining coop-
rative interactions between the partners (Klein Woolthuis et al.,
005). Controlling aspects in the contract thus dampen the influ-
nce of relational experience on cooperative negotiations (Faems
t al., 2008). Therefore, we hypothesize:

ypothesis 4. A higher number of contractual control clauses will
eaken the positive influence of cooperative relational experience

n the use of a cooperative negotiation strategy.

.5. The interplay between relational experience and contractual
oordination governance

At the same time, contractual coordination clauses, such as those
efining the objectives of the partnership, indicating conditions
or renewing the transaction, and promoting communication and
nformation sharing, may  sustain the effect of cooperative rela-
ional experience on a more cooperative negotiation strategy. Since
ontractual coordination clauses allow for greater communication
nd an information sharing process in case of contingencies (Gulati
nd Singh, 1998; Mesquita and Brush, 2008), they narrow the
ncertainty to which an exchange is exposed, thus further encour-
ging relational ties (Kwon and Suh, 2004; Poppo and Zenger,
002). Information sharing has been shown to be critical when
eveloping an understanding between the supply chain partners
Nyaga et al., 2010; Paulraj et al., 2008), especially in the context of a
ispute resolution (Mohr and Spekman, 1994). By providing frame-
orks for bilateral adjustments and communication flows, this type

f coordinating provision may  help partners to leverage flexible
ehaviors and promote efficient collaboration (Min  et al., 2005).
s mechanisms to align expectations (Macneil, 1974), contractual
oordination devices enhance the search for integrative solutions
nd cooperation (Mayer and Argyres, 2004). Furthermore, informal
oordination through information sharing and joint decision-
aking—based on cooperative relational experience—may be more

ffective when used in conjunction with formal coordinating mech-
nisms such as plans, schedules, and defined interfaces. Indeed,
ontractual coordination clauses may  also serve to make up
or the deficiencies of informal relational norms (North, 1990).
n addition, the parties may  refer to the contractual coordina-
ion clauses (such as conflict resolution or changing roles and
esponsibilities) as negotiations during a dispute unfold, sup-
orting the use of a cooperative negotiation strategy (Faems
t al., 2008; Klein Woolthuis et al., 2005). Therefore, we
uggest:

ypothesis 5. A higher number of contractual coordination
lauses will strengthen the positive influence of cooperative
elational experience on the use of a cooperative negotiation
trategy.

. Research setting and data collection

Our empirical study used a sample of disputes arising in
uyer–supplier relationships across a number of industries.2 One of
he authors was granted access to all legal files concerning disputes
andled by a law firm between 1991 and 2005. Data collection took

lace over four months in 2005. Such a period of immersion enabled
s to gain insights into the French legal system and the way of doing
usiness in the law firm through daily informal conversations with

2 The sample of firms came from manufacturing (51%), with industrial and com-
ercial machinery most frequently represented (14%), followed by chemicals (12%),

lectrical (8%) and others not representing more than 5% each. Retail firms (15%)
ere  also well represented, as were those providing a service (32%), a category that

ncludes consulting. Finally, construction accounted for 2% of the firms.
tions Management 30 (2012) 382–395

lawyers and administrative staff.3 In addition, 17 interviews were
conducted with both lawyers and law professors who  specialized
in contract law. Due to the highly confidential nature of the data,
it was  not possible to speak directly with the firms involved in the
disputes.

Each of the 128 disputes was examined in detail. We restricted
our sample to two-party disputes involving supply chain rela-
tionships, leaving us with 99 disputes. To check for potential
bias, differences between included and excluded disputes and
firms were examined. We  assessed the homogeneity of vari-
ances between these different samples with the Levene’s test
and then conducted t-tests. These findings suggested that dis-
putes and firms excluded from the sample did not significantly
differ from those included along the dimensions examined (i.e.,
contractual control governance, contractual coordination gover-
nance, firm’s size, and national vs. international relationship). Of
the 99 disputes remaining, 96 involved only European firms and
3 also involved non-European firms. The disputes concerned a
variety of different types of contracts: distribution (36.4%), produc-
tion supply (28.3%), IT (26.2%); and consulting and other services
(9.1%). Approximately 46% of the cases involved cross-border
relationships.

Our unit of analysis is the dispute (N = 99). Each of the 99 dis-
pute files contained between 800 and 5000 pages of documents,
including all mandatory legal documents issued by the parties in
the contract, all legal notes containing relevant information per-
taining to the dispute, and all messages (e.g. letters and e-mails)
exchanged during the dispute. The mandatory legal documents
and legal notes provided the basis for developing the explanatory
variables, contractual governance and relational experience, and
some of the control variables.4 Additional variables were devel-
oped based on third-party sources of financial information such
as the Bureau Van Dijk ORBIS database. Thus, all of the variables
were based on secondary data gathered ex post but reflecting
real-time information, limiting any social desirability bias, ex post
rationalization, and/or retrospective errors (Miller et al., 1997).
Moreover, this type of analysis allowed us to study buyer–supplier
disputes by systematically analyzing relevant communication con-
tents at a distance and in an unobtrusive manner (Krippendorff,
2004a).

5. Model, variable definitions, and methods

5.1. Coding methodology

For the different variables constructed from the dispute files, we
followed Weber’s (1990) protocol with a team of two researchers
in  the US, (see e.g. Yelpaala et al., 1986) we have little reason to believe that the legal
setting interferes with inferences drawn from our analysis.

4 In spite of our focus on dispute cases, both our discussion with juridical experts
and our comparison with other detailed inter-firm contractual agreements in the
literature indicate that the selected inter-firm relationships do not significantly dif-
fer  a priori from partnerships without contentious issues. For instance, in terms
of  contractual complexity, our sample is situated between Reuer and Ariño’s sam-
ple  of 88 alliances involving Spanish firms (with companies coming from a variety
of  industries and varying in size: see Reuer and Ariño, 2007, 318) and Reuer et al.
(2006) sample of 66 alliances in the German telecommunications industry (contrac-
tual complexity with the unweighted Parkhe’s (1993, 829) index = 4.37 compared
with 3.69 and 5.05). This point is further discussed in the conclusion.
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orking independently read and coded the content in the docu-
ents. The next step involved an item selection and classification

rocess (Jauch et al., 1980). Although we used computer-based
nalysis of the data with ConcordanceTM software, it did not replace
he human judgments and interpretations on which the semantic
alidity largely depends (Krippendorff, 2004a).  In order to assess
he coding we calculated the level of agreement between the raters.
or each variable, the results of the two coders had an agreement
ate superior to 85%. We  further checked our coding with Cohen’s
appa and Krippendorff’s alpha which are more rigorous indicators
f inter-coder reliability because they are chance-corrected agree-
ent coefficients (Krippendorff, 2004b).  For each variable in our

tudy, the Cohen’s kappa and the Krippendorff’s alpha were sig-
ificantly superior to .7, which is the typical threshold indicating
n adequate level of inter-rater reliability (Neuendorf, 2002). Any
esidual disagreements on ratings were resolved by discussion.

.2. Dependent variable: negotiation strategy

We evaluated the negotiation strategy at the dispute level. As
oted by Tangpong (2011, 633), “although it makes the coding
rocess more labor-intensive, using the collective document [. . .]
ather than words, phrases, and sentences as the recording units
as the advantage of capturing a more accurate meaning of the text
ecause the coders can see the context in which words, phrases,
nd sentences reside.” Thus, instead of coding separately each of
he 2251 messages exchanged between the firms, we  evaluated
he overall negotiation strategy for each dispute. This logic of cod-
ng (1) considers the fact that sometimes, one major message (e.g.
xtremely uncooperative) can counterbalance many weak mes-
ages (e.g. small signals of cooperation); and (2) is in line with
ecent research pointing out the importance in the analysis pro-
ess of understanding the whole event and its particular context
McNulty and Russell, 2010; Smith et al., 2009).

We evaluated each dispute on a Likert scale between −5 (very
ncooperative) and 5 (very cooperative). “Cooperative” is defined
s helpful by doing what the firm is asked to do and being will-
ng to fit in with the other party’s plans; “competitive” is defined
s not willing to be helpful to the other party or do what it asks
see Appendix A for examples of statements during a dispute). The
nswer categories were discussed verbally and numerically in order
o ensure equidistance (Mueller, 1986); with −5: extremely unco-
perative, −4: very uncooperative, −3: uncooperative, −2: quite
ncooperative, −1: slightly uncooperative, 0: neither cooperative
or competitive, 1: slightly cooperative, 2: quite cooperative, 3:
ooperative, 4: very cooperative, and 5: extremely cooperative.5 As

 result, the dependent variable, Negotiation strategy, is continuous.
or this variable, the results of the two coders had a Cohen’s kappa
nter-coder reliability of .76 (p < .001) and a Krippendorff’s alpha
nter-coder reliability of .76. These results indicated a sufficient
evel of coding reliability.

.3. Explanatory variables

The explanatory variables include measures of relational expe-

ience and contractual governance. As noted, we want to explore
ow these governance mechanisms impact the negotiation strategy

n the context of a buyer–supplier dispute.

5 In order to reduce possible random variance to the score distribution (Mueller,
986), we  also ran all of our analyses with a more common 7-point Likert scale
between −3: very uncooperative to 3: very cooperative). All of the results of our
ypotheses tests were consistent across these two  measures (results available on
equest), which provided confidence in the robustness of the findings.
tions Management 30 (2012) 382–395 387

5.3.1. Relational experience
Information on the relational experience prior to the dispute

is drawn from copies of communications between the exchange
partners as well as from lawyers’ notes in the dispute files.6 To
distinguish between cooperative and competitive relational expe-
rience, we  first developed a preliminary list of relevant response
categories for use in coding. Extant research on attitudes toward,
and satisfaction in, trading relationships suggests three highly
interrelated dimensions of the higher order construct of coop-
erative relational norms: flexibility, participation, and solidarity
(Heide and John, 1992; Macneil, 1980). We  thus coded as coop-
erative relational experience, messages that contained references
to any of these perceptions. It follows that messages referencing
elements of inflexibility, non-participation, and lack of solidarity
were coded as competitive relational experience (see Appendix A
for further details).

Relational experience was  then constructed as a categorical
variable and coded at the level of the dispute as follows: Coop-
erative relational experience = 1 if the dispute file contains explicit
references to flexibility, participation, and/or solidarity in prior
interactions between the partners; 0 otherwise. Competitive rela-
tional experience = 1 if the dispute file contains explicit references to
inflexibility, non-participation, and/or individualism in prior busi-
ness interactions between the partners; 0 otherwise. Files coded as
zero on both measures were cases with no reference to any trans-
actions between the firms prior to the start of the contract under
dispute.

5.3.2. Contractual control governance and contractual
coordination governance

As for all the cases in our sample there is one contract for each
dispute and each dispute involves one contract, the dimensions of
contractual governance were evaluated at the dispute level. With
the help of three lawyers (with no connection to the disputes or to
the law firm providing the data) and one law professor, we listed the
relevant items to grasp in differentiating between the control and
coordination functions within buyer–supplier contracts. We  con-
ducted 11 in-depth, face-to-face interviews with them to develop
two composite indexes. Control and coordination in contracts were
indexed thanks to a checklist of key clauses (Lui and Ngo, 2004;
Parkhe, 1993).

We  operationalized the variable Contractual Control Governance
by relying on the following provisions: (a) right to audit/inspection,
(b) safeguard system, (c) control by a third party, (d) penalty clause,
and (e) resolution clause (see Appendix A). The measure was, there-
fore, defined as

∑
Di; Di = 1 if clause i exists; Di = 0 otherwise. The

summation is an integer variable ranging from 0 to 5. The measure
was left unweighted since previous researchers found that the rela-
tive importance of each clause was either unclear or did not provide
any additional information to their estimations (see e.g. Lui and
Ngo, 2004; Reuer and Ariño, 2007).

Contractual Coordination Governance was operationalized with
the following five clauses: (a) assignment of roles and respon-
sibilities, (b) indications of duration and conditions of renewal,
(c) organizational coordination (ability to reassign tasks among

participants without altering the goal of the contractual arrange-
ment), (d) strategic coordination (process that is set up to redefine
the objective of the relationship), and (e) dispute resolution

6 These notes are compiled during the normal course of events at the first meetings
between the lawyer and the client during the focal dispute. During these meetings,
lawyers routinely interview the client regarding the nature of the current exchange
(and any previous exchanges) between the firms; the behavior of the other party in
this and prior contracts, the origins of the current dispute, etc.
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arbitration/mediation clause). The variable was then constructed
n the same manner as Contractual Control Governance.

In order to test inter-rater reliability of these two variables, we
ontacted six other contract law experts to evaluate the same five
andomly selected contracts in our data set. Each expert was asked
o make 50 assessments (5 contracts × 2 functions × 5 criteria). A
tructured questionnaire guided the interviews, which lasted from
.5 h to 3 h.7 We  checked inter-coder reliability both among the
xperts as well as between the experts and our own classifica-
ion. As noted above, we found an adequate level of reliability both
ith the percentage of agreement between the coders (Kolbe and
urnett, 1991) and with Cohen’s kappa and Krippendorff’s alpha
ests (Krippendorff, 2004b).

Furthermore, we conducted a follow-up analysis to further eval-
ate the robustness of our coding scheme. We  re-analyzed all
oordination and control clauses in our sample, by adding an inter-
retive coding step that takes into account the inherent complexity
f contractual provisions. In this step, a rater eliminated all clauses
hat seemed ambiguous—i.e. those that did not clearly suggest a
oordination vs. control function as would be implied by our ini-
ial coding scheme. This coding required the rater not only to read
he text of each clause as written, but also to consider the con-
ext in which the clause was introduced and embedded. To test the
eliability of this alternative measure, a second rater evaluated 10
andomly selected clauses for each of the 10 types of provisions. Out
f the 100 clauses checked by both raters, the level of agreement
as 89%. This more conservative measure of coordination vs. con-

rol provisions led us to delete 7.25% of the coordination provisions
nd 11.14% of the control provisions.8 Re-running the analyses with
he revised measure gave us results (not reported here but avail-
ble on request) that were almost identical to those of our initial
oding.

.4. Control variables

A set of control variables evaluated at the dispute level were
ncluded in the model: (5.4.1) the type of dispute, (5.4.2) the source
f the dispute, (5.4.3) the length of the dispute, (5.4.4) whether
he relationship was national or international, (5.4.5) the contract
alue, (5.4.6) the agreement type, and (5.4.7) the asymmetry in
rms’ size.

.4.1. Dispute type
To develop the categorical variables, Dispute type and Dispute

ource, we examined the type of complaint voiced by the firms in
he messages (see Appendix A). Dispute type was classified as either

 strong form (0) or a weak form (1) (Luo, 2006). A strong form
ispute describes actions violating contractual obligations that are
xplicitly codified in the contract. A weak form dispute encom-

asses relational norm violations not spelled out in the contract but
mbedded in the common understanding between the two  trading
artners.

7 Our interviews were organized around the following questions:
For this contract, please evaluate the presence or absence of the 10 following

clauses [this question was  then repeated for four other contracts].
How do you characterize each of these five contracts? (independently and

comparatively).
As for the controlling aspects, how do you characterize each of these five

contracts? (independently and comparatively)
As for the coordinating aspects, how do you characterize each of these five

contracts? (independently and comparatively).
8 Example of a provision that was no longer coded as a coordination provision:

Reporting results have to be sent to the Engineering Team before the 5th of each
onth.”
tions Management 30 (2012) 382–395

5.4.2. Dispute source
Dispute source was classified as either ex post (1) or ex ante (0)

(Williamson, 1985). Ex ante disputes refer to the alleged strategic
manipulation of information and misrepresentation of intentions
before the firms start to transact, while ex post disputes consist
of conflicts that are perceived as emerging after the firms start to
transact.

5.4.3. Length of the dispute
Variance in the length of the dispute may  reflect differences in

the type, nature or complexity of the dispute, all of which may
impact the negotiation strategy adopted. We  thus controlled for
the total length of the dispute with the logarithm of the number of
days.

5.4.4. International relationship
In addition to the type and length of dispute, we controlled for

the nature of the transaction. As there tends to be less informa-
tion about foreign firms than domestic firms, we included a control
to indicate whether or not the transaction was a cross-border rela-
tionship (Morris et al., 1998). We  developed a dummy variable with
a value of 0 for relationships between firms from the same country
and 1 for international relationships.

5.4.5. Contract value
While we did not have a direct measure of the monetary value

under dispute, we  did have information on the total value of the
contract. We  therefore included Contract value defined as the total
value in thousands of inflation-adjusted Euros.

5.4.6. Agreement type
As the exchange relationships having led to a dispute repre-

sented different types of contracts, we controlled for the Agreement
type with a set of variables for (a) Distribution contracts, (b) Pro-
duction supply contracts, (c) IT contracts, and (d) contracts for
consulting or other services.

5.4.7. Size asymmetry
We  also controlled for bargaining power (Crook and Combs,

2007) by measuring the asymmetry between buyer and supplier.
Size asymmetry was  calculated by dividing the revenues of the larger
firm by the revenues of the smaller one (in thousands of inflation-
adjusted Euros) for the year in which the contract was signed.

6. Empirical results

6.1. Descriptive statistics

Table 1 shows summary statistics for the variables that are used
in the estimations. A number of observations can be made. First,
while the dependent variable, Negotiation strategy, ranges between
−5 (very uncooperative) and 5 (very cooperative), it appears that
61% of the disputes were negotiated mostly in an uncooperative
way (Negotiation strategy ≤0) and 39% of the disputes were negoti-
ated mostly in a cooperative way (Negotiation strategy >0). Second,
51% of the disputes were norm violations (weak form) rather than
contract violations (strong form). For 56% of the observations, the
source of the dispute came after transacting (ex post), rather than
before (ex ante). Third, 46% of the contracts were international in
nature as opposed to national. The contract values ranged from as
low as approximately D 8000 to as high as D 62 billion. The variable
Asymmetry ranges from a low of 1.0 (equal sized partners) to a high

of 2778 suggesting substantial bargaining power differences. Out of
the sample, 70% had no relational experience, 17% had cooperative
relational experience and 13% had competitive relational experi-
ence. On average, the contracts contained 2.82 control clauses and
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2.57 coordination clauses but on each dimension they ranged from
0 clauses to 5.

In addition, Table 1 reports the Spearman’s rank correlation
coefficients among the variables used in our analysis. We  checked
for potential multicollinearity because some variables were corre-
lated. The variance inflation factors (VIF) statistics were all below
10, indicating that multicollinearity was  not a concern (Chatterjee
and Price, 1991).

Finally, we verified the general assumption that a cooperative
negotiation strategy is indeed preferable. From our sample, a coop-
erative negotiation strategy was associated with relatively more
private resolution than court settlement (Spearman’s rank corre-
lation coefficient .521, p < .001). This result is consistent with the
wealth of empirical evidence showing a link between the kinds of
tactics negotiators use and the quality of deals they reach. In par-
ticular, parties taking a cooperative orientation are more likely to
look for creative ways of meeting both sides’ interests (e.g. De Dreu
et al., 2000; Pruitt and Lewis, 1975).

6.2. Regression analysis

Regression analyses are used to test the impact of governance
mechanisms on the negotiation strategy. As some firms in our sam-
ple are involved in multiple disputes (i.e., are repeat clients in
the lawyer firm where we collected the data), correlated residu-
als across observations are possible; we therefore report results
with robust standard errors clustered on firms (76 clusters). Table 2
reports the results of the regression analysis.

We first examine the outcomes of the regression analysis on the
dependent variable Negotiation strategy. Model 1 in Table 2 includes
only the control variables. Model 1 indicates that the nature of the
dispute (i.e., type, source, and length), the nature of the transac-
tion (i.e., national or international, contract value, and agreement
type), and the asymmetry in firms’ size do not seem to signifi-
cantly influence the Negotiation strategy. Such findings can be put
in perspective with prior research. In particular, while prior litera-
ture has suggested that disputes involving violations of relational
norms (e.g. Luo, 2006) or relatively high stakes (e.g. Dant and Schul,
1992) may  be more difficult to resolve, we found that such types of
disputes do not seem to directly influence the nature of the negoti-
ation strategy. In addition, while it has been previously suggested
that negotiations between culturally and geographically distant
partners may  be more challenging (e.g. Lee et al., 2006; Rao and
Schmidt, 1998), we  did not find a significant effect of international
transactions on the type of negotiation strategy in buyer–supplier
disputes. At last, while the issue of power has received a significant
amount of attention in the supply chain literature (e.g. Benton and
Maloni, 2005; Crook and Combs, 2007; Handley and Benton, 2012),
our results do not indicate a significant effect of the size asymme-
try between the parties (Gaski, 1984) on the type of negotiation
strategy.

Consistent with our prediction in Hypothesis 1, it appears
that relational experience, as measured by the variable Coopera-
tive relational experience,  positively influences Negotiation strategy
(compared to the reference point of no relational experience, coop-
erative relational experience: 1.24, p < .05 in Model 4). Despite
having interacted previously, those parties with competitive rela-
tional experience appear to proceed with more competitive
negotiation strategies than those with no relational experience
(compared to the reference point of no relational experience, com-
petitive relational experience: −.74, p < .05 in Model 4).

Hypotheses 2 and 3 look at the direct effect of contractual con-

trol governance and contractual coordination governance on the
negotiation strategy. Consistent with our hypotheses, we found
in Model 4 that contractual control governance significantly con-
tributes to less cooperative negotiation strategy (−.36, p < .05). We
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Table 2
Results of regression analysis on negotiation strategy.

Negotiation strategy

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6 Model 7

Independent variables
Cooperative relational experience 1.332* 1.246* 4.143*** .087 2.790***

(.656) (.569) (.813) (1.536) (1.042)
Competitive relational experience −.876** −.740* −1.915** −1.149† −1.996**

(.303) (.295) (.652) (.601) (.651)
Contractual control governance −.397* −.367* −.145 −.398* −.167

(.170) (.156) (.135) (.162) (.135)
Contractual coordination governance .232† .216† .304** .111 .224*

(.135) (.118) (.095) (.135) (.110)
Contractual control governance × Cooperative
relational experience

−1.064*** −1.113***

(.267) (.247)
Contractual control governance × Competitive
relational experience

.423* .467*

(.205) (.223)
Contractual coordination governance × Cooperative
relational experience

.438 .566*

(.457) (.263)
Contractual coordination governance × Competitive
relational experience

.155 −.065
(.207) (.190)

Control variables
Type of dispute .461 .506 .828* .838* .671* .852* .675*

(.306) (.304) (.391) (.409) (.322) (.398) (.317)
Source of the dispute .470 .385 .257 .189 .037 .264 .080

(.321) (.323) (.303) (.294) (.251) (.301) (.256)
Length of the dispute −.227 −.203 −.330 −.310 −.248 −.275 −.175

(.281) (.244) (.253) (.241) (.211) (.232) (.195)
International relationship .108 .295 −.119 .074 .141 .047 .145

(.323) (.271) (.317) (.273) (.230) (.295) (.237)
Contract value −.000 −.000 −.000 −.000 −.000 −.000 −.000

(.000) (.000) (.000) (.000) (.000) (.000) (.000)
Agreement type – Distribution −.055 .102 .144 .275 .190 .270 .251

(.464) (.462) (.466) (.451) (.364) (.451) (.345)
Agreement type – Production supply .556 .659 .560 .656 .088 .598 .038

(.754) (.664) (.617) (.557) (.437) (.552) (.418)
Agreement type – IT .542 .784† .504 .735† .532 .715† .498

(.457) (.418) (.423) (.389) (.392) (.391) (.397)
Size  asymmetry −.000 −.000 −.000 −.000 −.000 −.000 −.000*

(.000) (.000) (.000) (.000) (.000) (.000) (.000)
Constant .740 .273 1.907 1.434 .450 1.570 .263

(1.516) (1.311) (1.472) (1.474) (1.219) (1.578) (1.223)
R2 .093 .237 .265 .383 .563 .399 .592

N = 99. Standard errors in parentheses; clustering on firms (# of clusters = 76).
† p < .10.
* p < .05.
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erating effects in Figs. 1–4.  For purposes of illustration, we create
a dummy  variable to distinguish cases with low (0; when 0, 1, or
2 clauses; N = 33 cases) vs. high (1; when 3, 4, or 5 clauses; N = 66
cases) contractual control governance. In the same way, we create

Negotiation 

strategy 

10 

-5 

5 

High contractual control 

governance 

Low contractual control 

governance 

0 
** p < .01.
*** p < .001.

lso observe that contractual coordination governance tends to lead
o more cooperative negotiations (.21, p < .10).

In Hypothesis 4, we argue that increasing the number of con-
ractual control clauses will undermine the positive influence of
ooperative relational experience on the type of negotiation strat-
gy. Several important observations can be made from Model 7 in
able 2. First, as predicted, contractual control governance appears
o negate the positive effect of cooperative relational experience
n the type of negotiation strategy (−1.11, p < .001). Furthermore,
ncreasing the number of contractual control clauses in the case
f competitive relational experience seems to improve the type of
egotiation strategy (.46, p < .05).

Model 7 also shows the result of testing Hypothesis 5 on
he interaction between contractual coordination governance and
ooperative relational experience. We  posit that contractual coor-
ination governance and cooperative relational experience act as
omplements. Increasing the number of contractual coordination
lauses should reinforce the positive effect of cooperative rela-

ional experience on the negotiation strategy. As predicted, we find
hat the coefficient for the interaction with Cooperative relational
xperience is significant (.56, p < .05). However, the interaction with
ompetitive relational experience is not significant.
At last, we  plot the interaction results to illustrate those mod-
Cooperative relational 

experience 

Fig. 1. The effect of cooperative relational experience on negotiation strategy by
level of contractual control governance.
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Fig. 2. The effect of competitive relational experience on negotiation strategy by
level of contractual control governance.
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Fig. 3. The effect of cooperative relational experience on negotiation strategy by
level of contractual coordination governance.
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Fig. 4. The effect of competitive relational experience on negotiation strategy by
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findings point out that contractual coordination governance may
evel of contractual coordination governance.

nother dummy  variable to distinguish cases with low (N = 44
ases) vs. high (N = 55 cases) contractual coordination governance.

. Discussion

.1. Contributions and implications

This paper attempts to answer an important question in supply
hain management research given the increasing importance
f buyer–supplier relationships (see Chen and Paulraj, 2004;

iunipero et al., 2008; Terpend et al., 2008 for a review): how

elational and contractual governance interact and their sub-
equent impact on outcomes. The interplay of contractual and
tions Management 30 (2012) 382–395 391

relational governance dimensions and their impact on outcomes
remain under debate (Lazzarini et al., 2008; Liu et al., 2009;
Puranam and Vanneste, 2009). Our study contributes to provide
a stronger theoretical foundation for the understanding of supply
chain governance by highlighting two  unexplored areas of study:
(a) studying the influence of different types of buyer–supplier
experiences and (b) analyzing more closely the impact of specific
contractual provisions rather than gross measures of contractual
complexity.

By leveraging a unique dataset of 99 buyer–supplier disputes,
we are uniquely positioned to untangle the interplay of relational
experience and contractual governance individually and in com-
bination on the negotiation strategy during a dispute. Consistent
with prior research (Dwyer et al., 1987; Su et al., 2008), the first
set of findings shows that cooperative relational experience (as
opposed to no or competitive relational experience) positively
influences cooperative negotiation strategies. Moreover, our
results suggest that partners with competitive relational expe-
rience seem to develop more competitive negotiation strategies
despite having interacted previously. By highlighting the impor-
tance of defining the quality of the prior relationship experience
rather than simply the existence of a prior relationship, our study
thus extends prior research which has traditionally focused on the
mere existence of prior ties between exchange partners (e.g. Goffin
et al., 2006; Li et al., 2010). Moreover, the findings indicate that
while increasing the number of contractual control clauses leads,
on average, to less cooperative negotiation strategies, increasing
contractual coordination governance significantly contributes to
more cooperative negotiation strategies during a dispute between
buyers and suppliers.

While prior research on supply chain governance has generally
considered contractual governance and relational governance as
two uni-dimensional concepts (Carey et al., 2011; Liu et al., 2009;
Mahapatra et al., 2010), our results speak to the importance both
of making a distinction between contractual functions (control and
coordination) and of taking into account the whole scope of rela-
tional experience (cooperative and competitive) between buyers
and suppliers.

On the one hand, our study extends prior research on sup-
ply chain governance by considering different types of relational
norms. The overwhelming majority of prior studies on relational
governance have advocated the benefits of relational norms and
their positive effects (e.g. Dyer and Chu, 2003), in particular in
supply chain relations (Cousins et al., 2006; Liu et al., 2009). In
contrast, our research not only looks at the cooperative side of
relational experience but also considers the possible competitive
side of buyer–supplier relational experience. We  thus extend a
few recent studies which have suggested a possible “dark side”
(Anderson and Jap, 2005; Villena et al., 2011) or “embeddedness
failure” (Azoulay et al., 2010) of inter-organizational relation-
ships and we offer a finer analysis of the value of relational
experience.

On the other hand, our distinction between different contrac-
tual dimensions gives us a better understanding of how contractual
governance design may  influence the actions and behaviors of
exchange partners. Transaction cost economics (TCE) has tradi-
tionally focused on the controlling aspect of formal contracts to
mitigate exchange hazards (Williamson, 1985). TCE considers the
contractual governance as a way to avoid some negative outcomes,
such as opportunism. Our investigation of the coordinating aspect
of contractual governance sheds new light on the role of supply
chain contracts to work as a blueprint for the transaction. Our
help firms to look for cooperative negotiations. Our study also con-
tributes to the contractual governance literature by suggesting that
the contract may  have several facets with distinctive influences.
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n particular, the contract may  be an important driver of subse-
uent behaviors not only to prevent negative outcomes but also to
romote cooperation. We  thus call for further integration of the
ational view of governance—in the TCE tradition—with a more
ehavioral approach to contract design—in line with micro theories
Lumineau et al., 2011).

Such conceptual distinctions on contractual and relational gov-
rnance also offer additional insights into the way  governance
echanisms interact (Carey et al., 2011; Li et al., 2010; Liu et al.,

009). Our second set of findings indicate that, in disputes where
he buyer and supplier had cooperative relational experience,
ncreasing contractual control governance leads to undesirable
onsequences—increasing competitive negotiations. In those dis-
utes where the buyer and supplier had competitive relational
xperience, increasing contractual control provisions led to an
ncrease (albeit to a small degree) in the use of cooperative nego-
iation strategies. Finally, contractual coordination governance
ppears to amplify the positive effect of cooperative relational
xperience, highlighting its complementary effect.

In sum, the apparent dichotomy implied by the “complements-
ubstitutes” terminology fails to capture different kinds of
elationships between governance mechanisms that may, in fact,
oexist (Puranam and Vanneste, 2009). In this regard, our findings
how that distinct contractual functions interact differently with
elational experience. We  extend prior studies and suggest that the
elevant question is not so much whether contractual and relational
echanisms substitute or complement each other but when and

ow they interact in specific ways. Our results suggest in particular
 dual role played by contractual control governance—reducing the
ffectiveness of cooperative relational experience on the one hand,
ut “setting the rules of engagement” for competitive relational
xperience on the other.

Additionally, this study informs managerial practice. It supple-
ents traditional research on governance design by showing the

istinct roles controlling and coordinating contractual dimensions
ave in the effective management of supply chain relations. Pur-
hasing and supply chain managers can benefit from our results by
oting the challenges in designing contracts able to balance preven-
ion of risks and promotion of cooperative behaviors. As contracts
an work as frames influencing partners’ behaviors, supply chain
anagers could gain from considering the contract as an influen-

ial managerial mechanism and not only as a legal tool (Lumineau
t al., 2011). Furthermore, linking a study of governance design and
ubsequent negotiations may  provide an important lever, in both

 proactive and a reactive way, for enhancing the ability to resolve
isputes between supply chain partners. Our study specifically cau-
ions against assuming an unequivocal positive effect of relational
xperience.

.2. Limitations and suggestions for future research

There are of course limitations inherent in the data available for
ur study, suggesting the need for caution in drawing conclusions
ut also representing worthwhile avenues for further research.

First, some of the more important limitations come from the

election bias inherent in the sample available from our data
ource: law firm dispute notes. On the one hand, the comparison
f our sample with other contracts used in transactions that did
ot systematically lead to a dispute mitigates this concern. On the
tions Management 30 (2012) 382–395

other hand, we do not observe disputes between exchange part-
ners unless they had escalated to the point where lawyers became
involved. We  may  therefore be observing a biased sample, skewed
toward the most serious disputes. However, this possible bias may
work against our goal of explaining cooperative negotiation strate-
gies and thus may  serve to strengthen the inferences we  can draw
from our results.

Second, our study was conducted primarily on a sample of con-
tinental European firms embedded in a legal system based on civil
law. Different legal systems are likely to affect the effectiveness
of formal contracts as governance mechanisms. Additionally, the
contracts we analyzed were mainly IT, distribution, and supply con-
tracts. Here again, we  did not find significant differences between
these types of contracts. However, future research in other institu-
tional settings and areas would be valuable to confirm or discount
our findings.

Third, our current data do not allow us to fully observe how
negotiation strategies are impacted by the “shadow of the future”
compared with the “shadow of the past” (Poppo et al., 2008). Future
research may  examine the evolution of exchange relationships over
a longer time horizon and consider the availability of alternative
partners for future transactions.

Fourth, we have been studying the influence of relational expe-
rience and contractual governance mechanisms on negotiation
strategies. However, it could be argued that negotiation strate-
gies could lead to changes in contracts (as a result of adaptation,
learning, etc.). In our dataset, there are no examples of contractual
revisions actually developed and implemented during the dispute.
In this regard, our measured contractual variables are constant and
reflect the contractual instruments used to face the conflict. How-
ever, contract revisions or renegotiations would certainly be an
interesting research avenue.

Despite these limitations, our arguments and empirical con-
clusions have led us to develop a more detailed understanding of
how governance influences negotiation strategies in supply chain
disputes. This study has therefore conceptually refined and empiri-
cally extended previous work on disputes, contractual governance,
and negotiation strategies between firms. In spite of their promi-
nence in the marketplace, research on disputes between buyers and
suppliers is sparse. Because negotiation behavior between orga-
nizations is a fundamental form of social interaction, we hope
that this paper opens the way for further studies in this emerging
field.
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A

pursue the collaboration: “I reassert my intention to pursue our collaboration,” “Take
” “Our team is working day and night to finish the project.”

 solve the dispute: “I propose to send two technicians to repair the damages.”
l coming from the other party, or the firm decides to implement an alternative or
ided to grant you a discount,” “Following your request, I will review my  plan.”
ou are responsible for. . .,” “We  blame you for the failure of.  . .”
rty or issues it with an ultimatum: “If you do not change your standpoint on . . . before
fer the matter to the Court.”
o do/to not do something: “Please accept by the present letter, a formal notice to pay

tner: “Please accept by the present letter that firm . . . issues a writ against your

nal experience, messages that contained references to any of the three following
 the shared expectations that parties will make adjustments to accommodate changes
’ needs (Boyle et al., 1991; Noordewier et al., 1990); participation refers to the
vestments in the relationship and share information, whether or not these behaviors

ide and John, 1992; Lusch and Brown, 1996). Finally, solidarity refers to the expectation
 ways that increase mutual benefit, engage in bilateral problem solving, and commit to

 shared objectives (Heide and John, 1992; Macneil, 1980). Competitive relational
se that referenced elements of inflexibility, non-participation, and lack of solidarity.
: “The parties have been working together for five months in a cooperative way. Mr.
he project] especially points out ‘the collaborative and trusting atmosphere’ of their
” “It is now the third time firm A and firm B are doing business together. They first
.]. They also worked together in 2004 for the implementation of [. . .]. Technicians and
e developed strong ties. They even used to go out and play soccer together,” “The ABC

etween firm A and firm B. So far, each party seems to have been really willing to share
ess. When they faced this issue on [. . .] in November, the commercial people were

e to adapt and look for a joint solution.”
: “Firm A and firm B have started to work together in 2001. In spite of regular tensions,
d into this relationship. According to Mr.  XYZ [the CEO] and Mr. ZYX [the vice

nable to look for another trading partner, especially after their investment in this
ery soon after the beginning of the deal, parties have reported mutual rigidity. After
cally accused the other of rigidity and selfishness,” “Frictions have been frequent from
elationship in 2000. Firm B regularly blames unhelpful behavior of firm A’s managers;

for being obstructive.”
 maintains the right to audit firm B’s manufacturing facility for conformance.  . .”

 termination of the agreement, the Manufacturer shall repurchase the product stock

y: In a contract between firm A and firm B to supply product for final customer firm C:
mes visit firm A’s facilities and observe the work being performed.”

 complete and deliver on the specified dates. . . firm A shall pay firm B liquidated
 per day of delay.”
n the event the obligations of one of the Parties do not comply with the articles
act shall be, if required by the creditor of the said obligations, canceled, by giving

ilities: “All development work will be performed by Developer or its employees at
ed independent contractors who have executed confidentiality and assignment

 to the Client.”
tions of renewal: “This Agreement is made for a term of three years. The Agreement

 at the end of three years unless. . .”
 to reassignment of tasks among participants: “On completion of phase 1, Parties agree to
es to the task.”
-stage specific objectives will be defined by the Parties through mutual consultations
e objectives.”
y dispute arising out of or in connection with this Agreement shall be settled without

tions violating contractual norms that are explicitly codified in the contract. For
You cheated on the agreed terms and provisions written in our contract;” “Your firm is
itions specified in our contract;” or “I remind you that Article 4 requires that . . .

lfill its written commitments.”
 relational norm violation not spelled out in the contract but embedded in the
rading partners. For instance, parties may  state “You are not honoring your oral
our implicit understanding;” “You withheld important information and thereby
es;” or “This lack of commitment to the nature and philosophy of the discussions does
ement.”

tegic manipulation of information and misrepresentation of intentions before the firms
iolated parties may  state “you withheld key information on your ability to deliver [the
ishonesty when we  signed the [. . .] contract;” “[W]e faced a calculated effort to
;” “[You] misrepresented reality by not fully disclosing that. . .;” “You knew that you
F. Lumineau, J.E. Henderson / Journal of

ppendix A.

Key constructs
Constructs Items

Cooperative
negotiation strategy

The firm manifests its intent to 

it  easy! We will find a solution,
The  firm makes a proposition to
The firm implements a proposa
corrective action: “We  have dec

Competitive negotiation
strategy

The firm accuses its partner: “Y
The  firm threatens the other pa
the  end of the month, we will re
The firm sends a formal notice t
the  sum of. . .”
The firm serves a writ on its par
company.”

Relational experience We coded as cooperative relatio
dimensions: Flexibility refers to
in  the environment or in parties
willingness of parties to make in
are  contractually mandated (He
that  parties will generally act in
joint, coordinated action toward
experiences, it follows, were tho
Cooperative relational experience
XYZ  [the manager in charge of t
relationship with firm B’s team,
worked together in 2002 on [. . 

engineers from both parties hav
project is the first transaction b
information on their own  busin
very  flexible and spent much tim
Competitive relational experience
both  parties look very committe
president], it would be unreaso
unique  400.000-euro robot,” “V
the  first meeting, parties recipro
the  beginning of firm A–firm B r
while firm A reproaches firm A 

Contractual control governance Right to audit/inspection: “Firm A
Safeguard/hostage clause:  “Upon
from  the Distributor. . .”
Control/inspection by a third part
“Firm C may  at all reasonable ti
Penalty clause:  “If firm A fails to
damages at the rate of [X] Euros
Termination/resolution clause: “I
referred to hereunder, the contr
notice of such termination. . .”

Contractual coordination
governance

Assignment of roles and responsib
Developer’s offices or by approv
agreements that are acceptable
Indications of duration and condi
shall be renewed automatically
Operational coordination related
discuss the allocation of resourc
Strategic coordination: “The 2nd
after  completion of the 1st-stag
Dispute resolution provision: “An
recourse to the courts. . .”

Dispute type Strong form dispute describes ac
example, parties would report “
showing dishonesty on the cond
Therefore, firm [. . .] does not fu
Weak form dispute encompasses
common understanding of the t
promise and are not respecting 

breached our unspoken promis
not  fit with the spirit of our agre

Dispute source Ex ante disputes refer to the stra
start to transact. For example, v
product];” “Firm [. . .] showed d
confuse [us] from the beginning

could not [fulfill your obligations], wh
Ex  post disputes consist of situations in
to  complete your obligations;” “You d
or  “This represents a blatant act of de
ereas it affects the equity of our business relationship.”
 which parties state “You are reluctant to fulfill your commitments;” “You failed
id not respect your promises;” “Firm [. . .] runs counter to our initial agreement”
ception.”
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